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Sit on clouds with 
our Dotty Collection.
Softer and more resilient 
than ever before!

Irresistibly soft, puffy and super comfortable, creating moments of pure delight. 

We’re thrilled to unveil a remarkable improvement to our beloved Dotty poufs; 

now enriched with premium quick-dry foam!

On top of that, the foam helps actively fight bacteria and fungus, ensuring a 

hygienic sitting experience. Rest assured, the benefits you love about our Dotty 

poufs remain unchanged They are still strong, effortlessly float on water, are 

easy to maintain etc.

But now, with the infusion of quick-dry foam, we’ve taken 

your comfort to new heights.

www.roolf-living.com

Revolutionary 
improvement
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 Roolf-Living brings an elegant 
and playful touch to your 
space. We design and produce 
products with a colorful, unique 
and sustainable texture to 
spice up your outdoor and 
indoor life. Our products are 
your ticket to living your Roolf 
moments: they invite you to 
chill and socialize, where and 
how you want.

“
ROOLF-LIVING
Designed by Christophe Harinck

As a designer, I am in awe of objects that bring 

a certain peace of mind. Simple, yet powerful. 

Designs that go one step beyond beauty and 

function and aim to conquer hearts and minds. 

Why not create a sense of joy, of longing? 

Those are the designs that I aim for.

Having spent two decades refining my craft, I 

am now proud of having taken it a step further. 

The Roolf Living indoor/outdoor collection of 

rugs and furniture adds a typical Bo-Ho feel to 

high-quality, budget-friendly and eye-catching 

design meant to deliver instant happiness. Take 

your time. Own it. It’s yours.
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Marbella

I love 
  the sun
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I float
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I dry 
  (fast)
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Feel
my

comfort
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Like
my
look?

New Colours 2024: 
Introducing a Symphony of Elegance
 

Oxblood Red and Raspberry: 

Immerse yourself in the rich allure of our new Oxblood Red and Raspberry shades. These colours 

seamlessly integrate with our existing shades of pink and terracotta, allowing you to craft a 

visually stunning and cohesive outdoor atmosphere.

Gold and Moss Green: 

Introducing the opulence of Gold and the serenity of Moss Green, carefully chosen to 

complement organic architecture. These colours infuse a touch of luxury and natural beauty 

into the Dotty collection.

Matching Rugs for a Complete Experience: 

To ensure a holistic and seamless design experience, we proudly offer matching carpets 

designed to perfectly complement the relaunch of our Dotty collection 2024.

Create an elegant environment that resonates with both style and tranquility.
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Outdoor 
           Indoor 
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Indoor Outdoor
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1.  strong
Roolf outdoor furniture and fabrics are made of 100% 
polyprop. They are meant to withstand the forces of 
nature.

2.  comfortable
You need to relax? Here’s your answer: the Dotty 
Pouf, the Love Seat, the Sunbed… they have all been 
designed with your comfort in mind. 

Firm? Yes. But no hard edges, no steel frames. Only 
loads of softness. Let it go…

3.  easy cleaning
Outdoor lounge furniture is meant for chilling, not for 
hours of cleaning. The fabrics we use help you get 
your priorities straight. Enjoy!

4.  outdoor = indoor
The Roolf rugs, chairs, seats… are equally perfect for 
indoor use. Imagine them in your living room, by the 
fireplace, in the kids’ corner… Choose freely.

5.  budget-friendly
We want to make sure everybody can enjoy the 
pleasure of outdoor lounging. So we’ve made this 
collection very affordable. (The look of exclusivity is a 
free gift from us to you.)

6.  unique texture
Whichever colour you choose – and we have many 
– each of them is made up of at least 3 different 
shades. Looking at your Roolf lounge set never gets 
boring, we’ve made sure of that.

7.  dry quick
All Roolf poufs are infused with premium quick dry 
foam of superior quality combined with a portion 
of EPS granulate for a soft and luxurious seating 
experience.

Quick Dry Foam dries almost instantly and contains 
modern silver additives that fight bacteria and fungus. 
So you get comfort and super-fast drying in one!

8.  buddies with the sun
Each and every item in the Roolf 
collection has been UV-treated, which 
means all those beautiful colours will 
keep their wonderful appearance. Let the 
sun shine, ladies and gentlemen. (And in 
case you want extra protection, we’ve 
got it covered: just ask for our handy UV-
protector spray.)

9.  lightweight
Had enough sun? Want to move to the shade, or vice 
versa? Just pick up your lounge set and go sit where 
you want to. There’s nothing to it.

10.  happy floater
Yes, the Dotty Pouf even floats. There’s a bit of magic 
to it. Just say abracadabra and go sit on water.

11.  too stiff or not too stiff
Do I feel too stiff? Solved in a jiffy!  Just take out one or 
more of the high-quality EPS-granulate pads we’ve put 
in for that very reason: you’re the boss when it comes 
to deciding how your pouf should feel. Don’t throw the 
pads away, though. That way, you can put them back 
whenever you wish. (And you can always buy a refill 
pack.)

12.  safety zipper
Don’t want your kids or pets to accidentally open your 
pouf? That makes two of us. So we’ve made sure to 
equip them with a safety zipper. Impossible to open 
without a funky little keychain we’re happy to provide 
you with.

13.  be your own architect
Release your inner artist and arrange your outdoor 
lounge furniture any way you want. All models are 
totally modular (what’s in a word?) So go ahead and 
combine them to your heart’s content.

14.  urban space
We don’t all have a spacious garden to enjoy those 
happy Roolf-moments in. And that’s just fine. If you’re 
the proud owner of a cosy patio or a wooden deck, 
know that Roolf is the perfect fit for you as well. We 
wouldn’t have it any other way.

15.  looks matter
Outdoor living is our kind of living. To us, it means 
letting things go. Take a seat, see what happens. The 
look of our lounge range reflects just that. Some call it 
vintage. Others call it bohemian. We call it cool. Your 
rugs, chairs, seats, sunbeds… all come in many colours 
and in many shapes. Together, they form your own 
world of lounge. Prepare for a unique look with many 
feels and embrace that special state of mind: chillax.

16.  made in belgium
Flemish textile is world-renowned. This is a label we 
carry with pride.

17.  red dot design award
This we also carry with pride: the Dotty Pouf has won 
the prestigious Red Dot Design Award 2018 for its 
original design. (www.red-dot.org)

18.  IMO certification
AHOY there! Get on board and let your 
worries about furniture on a ship be 
thrown overboard! We are proud to say that Roolf is 
seaworthy, thanks to its coveted IMO certification.

19.  Sustainability
We have sustainability in mind at 
every step of our production process. 
By incorporating recycled materials, 
we strive to have a positive impact on 
the environment while delivering high-
quality products.

Our poufs are filled with recycled foam, significantly 
reducing our carbon footprint. Moreover, the cover of 
our poufs is crafted from polypropylene, a material 
that is not only durable but also 100% recyclable. 
By choosing our poufs, you not only contribute to a 
comfortable living environment, but also to reusing 
materials and reducing waste.

Product videos
Curious for more? 
Scan the QR code to view 
the product videos  
on your smartphone.

19 reasons why

This outdoor rug & furniture collection 

is made of our typical Roolf textile with 

its unique look, its funky feel and its 

distinctive technical assets. Want some 

good reasons why you’re about to 

make a smart choice?
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White

Terracotta Lime

Peony Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red

White Antracit

Beige Grey

Turquoise Navy Blue Pastel Blue

Raspberry

Dotty Round Pouf Ø 70Dotty Round Pouf Ø 50

Pastel Blue Terracotta Lime Peony

Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red Raspberry

Navy Blue

TurquoiseGrey

BeigeAntracit

Ø 70 cm

35
 c

m

Ø 50 cm

35
 c

m

Weight 4,7 kg Weight 7,4 kg
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Lime

Peony Plum Gold Moss Green Raspberry

White

Beige

Antracit

Grey

Turquoise Navy Blue Pastel Blue Terracotta

Oxblood Red 

Dotty MediumDotty Small

Terracotta Lime Peony

Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red Raspberry

White

Pastel BlueNavy Blue

TurquoiseGrey

Beige

75 cm

35
 c

m

75 cm

75 cm

35
 c

m35
 c

m

70
 c

m

Weight 9 kg Weight 12,5 kgAntracit 
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Beige

Plum Gold Oxblood Red Raspberry

White Antracit

Beige Grey

Navy BlueTurquoise Pastel Blue Terracotta Lime

Peony

Moss Green

Dotty Extra LargeDotty Club Corner Medium

Weight 15,5 kgWeight 14,5 kg Grey 

Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red Raspberry

White Antracit

Lime PeonyTerracottaPastel BlueNavy Blue

Turquoise

75 cm

35
 c

m

70
 c

m

75 cm

75 cm

45
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m

35
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m
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Dotty Club Corner Extra Large

White Antracit

Beige Turquoise

Navy Blue

Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red Raspberry

PeonyLimeTerracottaPastel Blue

75 cm

45
 c

m

8
0
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m

Dotty Long Chair

Beige Grey

Turquoise Navy Blue Pastel Blue Terracotta

AntracitWhite

Plum Moss Green Oxblood Red RaspberryPeony

Lime

70 cm

30
 c

m

200 cm

35
 c

m

65
 c

m

Weight 16 kg Weight 23 kgGrey Gold
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Grey

Navy Blue Pastel Blue Terracotta PeonyLime

Plum Gold Moss Green Oxblood Red Raspberry

White Antracit

Beige

Dotty Love Seat

150 cm

35
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m

75 cm

45
 c

m

8
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m

Weight 28,5 kgTurquoise

Hot Dotty

Introducing the Hot Dotty, a revolutionary heated pouf designed to 

elevate your outdoor living experience. Available exclusively in two 

models—Dotty Medium and Dotty Extra Large—and two sophisticated 

colors: Beige and Anthracite. This innovative pouf is not only a stylish 

addition to your outdoor decor but also a practical solution for staying 

warm in chilly weather.Powered wirelessly by a rechargeable battery, the 

Hot Dotty offers two heat settings for your comfort.

In setting 2, it provides a generous 7-8 hours of continuous heat, while 

setting 3 ensures a cozy 2-3 hours of warmth. The battery conveniently 

charges in just 2-4 hours, ensuring you spend more time enjoying the 

heat rather than waiting for it.

Experience the ultimate in warmth with Hot Dotty, as it targets and 

warms the essential organs in the body, creating an intense feeling of 

coziness.Perfect for extending your outdoor gatherings during colder 

seasons, Hot Dotty is your go-to solution for a comfortable and warm 

ambiance. In light of impending bans on traditional patio heaters, Hot 

Dotty offers an eco-friendly and cost-effective alternative. 

We’ve calculated that businesses, especially in the catering industry, 

could save up to 80% on energy costs by opting for heated seats like 

Hot Dotty instead of traditional patio heaters.

Make a sustainable choice for your outdoor heating needs and embrace 

the warmth with Hot Dotty.
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Navy Blue Pastel Blue Terracotta Lime Peony

White Antracit Beige Grey Turquoise

Plum

Weight 21,6 kg

Dotty Big Roolf XL

35 cm210 cm

14
0

 c
m

Peony

Dotty Big Roolf

Weight 13,3 kg

Turquoise Navy Blue Pastel Blue Terracotta Lime

GreyBeigeAntracitWhitePlum

140 cm 35 cm

14
0
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m
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Dog Baskets

Peony  

Turquoise

Turquoise

Turquoise

Turquoise

Grey

Grey

Grey

Grey

Antracit

Antracit

Antracit

Antracit

65 cm40 cm

31
 c

m

Dog basket S

Weight 3 kg

Dog basket M

Weight 3,6 kg

Dog basket L

Weight 4,8 kg

Dog basket XL

Weight 6,4 kg

75 cm50 cm

31
 c

m

90 cm60 cm

31
 c

m

106 cm70 cm

31
 c

m
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Table Small

Cube Table

Triangle Table

Side Table

Teak Tables
74,5 cm

44 cm

74
,5

 c
m
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10
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25 cm25 cm

30 cm

35
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m

40
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m
65

 c
m

70 cm

Table Small

Weight 9,5 kg

Cube Table

Weight 12,5 kg

Triangle Table

Weight 11 kg

Side Table

Weight 2,5 kg



One of the challenges of the modern world is the careful use  

of natural resources. The Roolf Black Edition meets this social requirement  

to a particularly high degree.

Our luminaires are made of BIO-polyethylene.  

BIO-polyethylene is a natural product and is made from sugar cane.

By manufacturing our products from renewable raw materials,  

we not only conserve the finite resources of our planet,  

we also actively contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gases.

As the sugar cane grows, the plant binds CO2 from the air.  

After the sugar cane is harvested, alcohol is formed through fermentation  

(as in the production of wine), from which polyethylene is then obtained.

No petroleum, no fracking, 100% Roolf Black Edition.  

In this collection we have 

- BE small lamp 60 

- BE high lamp 160  

- BE ice bucket sitter 

- BE coffee table.

Roolf
Black
Edition
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Roolf Black Edition Dotty Protector

39 cm
37 cm

50 cm

41,5 cm

60
 c

m

45
 c

m

25
 c

m

16
0
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m

BE small lamp 60

Weight 2,6 kg

RBE high lamp 160

Weight 5,5 kg

RBE high ice bucket/sitter

Weight 3 kg

RBE coffee table

Weight 2,1 kg

Light smart LED*

Watt 10 W

Cable length 2,35 m

Made in Germany

Light smart LED*

Watt 10 W

Cable length 5 m

Made in Germany

Light smart LED*

Watt 10 W

Cable length 2,35 m

Made in Germany

Light smart LED*

Watt 10 W

Cable length 2,35 m

Made in Germany

*including smart 16 Mio. colors RGB LED, zigbee standard, 2700k pre set, for smart home system or tint remote control are essential for smart use

Wintering outside? 
 

The Dotty furniture from Roolf Living is made of 100% polyprop and is perfect for outdoor use. 

If you not only want to keep your garden furniture clean but also extend its lifespan,  

use our Dotty protector. It offers simple but effective protection against wind and weather  

so that your garden furniture continues to shine year after year.  

You can use it for overwintering, but comes also in handy during our changeable in-between seasons. 

A protective cover... so many advantages 

- Extends the service life  

- Protects against weather conditions  

- Protects against dirt & moisture  

-  Protects against Mold & fungus

The protectors are available for these Dotty models: 

- Round pouf Ø 50 

- Round pouf Ø 70  

- Small 

- Medium  

- Club Corner medium  

- Extra Large 

- Club Corner XL 

- Long Chair 

- Love Seat

A good protective cover should protect but at the same time prevent suffocation, otherwise your furniture will go 

mouldy. The protector has a water-repellent outer layer and a breathable inner layer. 

The protective cover is custom-made and completely encloses your dottys. It can be closed with simple velcro 

fasteners and a zip at the back. The grip at the top makes lifting very easy. 
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Rylander Turquoise Rylander Moss Green

160 cm

180 cm

230 cm

23
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28
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33
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Rylander Taupe

Rylander Taupe Rylander Red

Rylander Grey

Roolf Standard Carpets

Custom made carpet on request
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Harlequin LimeHarlequin Brown Zulu Lime

Zulu Silver

Zulu BlueZulu Brown
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Brighton Grey

Brighton PlumBrighton Gold

Brighton Moss Green Brighton Turquoise

Brighton Blue

Summer Quai Turquoise

Summer Quai Grey
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  Ziggy Lime/Beige   Ziggy Blue/Beige  Ziggy Red/Beige

Ziggy Antracit/Beige Harper Lime Harper Gold

Harper Blue

Harper Moss Green

Harper GreyHarper Red
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Sienna Red

Sienna BlueHudson Grey

Meridian Moss Green Meridian Turquoise

Sienna Silver
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Palazzo Grey

Palazzo Green

Palazzo Taupe

Palazzo Blue

Palazzo Red

160 cm

180 cm

230 cm

260 cm
23
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cm

Custom made carpet on request
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Tivoli BlueTivoli Red Tivoli GreenTivoli Turquiose
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160 cm
230 cm

Roolf Round Carpets

Zulu Lime

Zulu SilverZulu Brown Zulu Blue
Custom made carpet on request
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Summer Quai Grey Summer Quai Turquoise

Harper Blue

Harper Grey Harper Red
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Ziggy Antracit/Beige Ziggy Red/Beige Ziggy Lime/BeigeZiggy Blue/Beige

Roolf Agave Carpets

160 cm
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80 cm
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200 cm
240 cm

300 cm
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Custom made carpet on request
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Trinidad Ivory Trinidad  Gold Trinidad  Silver

Yucatan Ivory

Yucatan Antracite

Yucatan Gold

Yucatan Silver
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Contact us

The possible differences between the original colours and the captured colours are due to the printing technique. Roolf-Living reserves the right over the photographs and designs made, 
so it is forbidden to reproduce on any way and/or on any medium or support. Roolf-Living reserves the right to modify, in whole or in part, without prior notice, any information 

or technical specification of this publication. All the information that appears in this catalogue in terms of dimensions and capacity are approximate and are susceptible 
to variations due to improvements in the production process. Copyright 2023/2024, Roolf-Living. All rights reserved
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